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and lampwork from a number of well- known artists,
assembled seven differently sized cane/lampwork
arrangements and fitted them into seven shadow
box frames fabricated by former DVPCA member
Brian Landis. The largest shadow box, 18” x 18”,
went to a prominent collector for $1500.

Dohan Donates Masterpiece Shadow Box,
“EYE OF THE STORM”, to Paperweight Fest
2010
by Stanley B. Kruger
Antique and contemporary art glass paperweights
will be on display and for sale in the Exhibit Center
at Wheaton Arts and Cultural Center (formerly
Wheaton Village), Millville, New Jersey during
Paperweight Fest 2010, May 13-15, 2010. Since
2006, Delaware Valley PCA has collaborated with
Wheaton staff in co-producing this event and both
of the previous Fests (2006, 2008) have been
commercial successes for Wheaton.

For Fest 2008, now that the pattern was set, Andy
expanded his vision and produced sixteen shadow
boxes either 5” x 7” or 8” x 10”, interior
cane/lampwork arrangements as well as the wood
frames surrounding them, along with a major piece,
20” x 30”, entitled “Compass Rose” that was bid up
and up and finally won by DVPCAer Joe Freeze for
$8500! All the 2008 Silent Auction boxes together
sold for a total of about $14,000, all clear profit for
Wheaton. Also, immediately after Fest 2008, Andy
made a number of shadow boxes that have already
sold with about $2700 delivered to Wheaton as
advance earnings of Fest 2010.

In addition to his duties as Chief of Programming
for each Fest, 2006, 2008 and the upcoming Fest
2010, Andy Dohan has contributed to Wheaton’s
“bottom line” Fest profit by volunteering to
assemble, for Silent Auction, shadow boxes
containing millefiori canes and lampwork items
from a myriad of paperweight artists and other
glass workers. For Fest 2006, Andy solicited cane

For Paperweight Fest 2010, Andy created six 12” x
12” shadow box arrangements, 29 (!) either 5” x 7”

Figure 1: Eye of the Storm, 33" tall x 55" wide.
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or 8” x 10” boxes as well as his 33” x 55” shadow
box masterpiece, entitled “Eye of the Storm”. “Eye
of the Storm” includes cane, lampwork, murrine or
other glass items from almost eighty artists and
factories, both past and present, from the 1970s to
today. It currently hangs in Wheaton’s Arthur
Gorham Paperweight Shop with a price tag of
$30,000. If not sold before then, it will be the major
Silent Auction item during Paperweight Fest 2010.
See Figure 1.

Zachary Jorgenson: nine separate murrine of a
butterfly, fish, Chelsea Jorgenson’s The Bathers,
Acacia tree, President Obama, Starry Night
painting, another fish, snail, and a starfish;
Ken Schneidereit: six separate murrine of his koi
fish, the Bahamas, snowflake, V-Tailed Bonanza
airplane, pair of bluebirds and wolf murrine;
Ro Purser: six murrine of the man on the moon,
dollar sign, flying eagle, polychrome mountain
and lake scene, guitar and fish; (See Fig. 3)
Isis Ray: six separate murrine of a geometric “Use
Less Oil”, Frieda Kahlo, American Indian symbol,
American Indian blanket and dove with olive
branch;
Peter McDougall: 2008 complex millefiori canes;

Brett Christian Deutsch: Scottish flag murrina;
Debbie Tarsitano: complex flower, heart, leaves
and line silhouette of a woman’s face;
Mike Hunter; numerous zanfirico designs in the
corner assembly;
William Manson: butterfly on the corner arrow;
(See Fig. 4)
Michael Vega: color dot murrine;
Debbie Tarsitano: leaves, snake, bird and heart;
Zachary Jorgenson: numerous decorative murrine
including a large cabochon of his marble player
murrina;
Murano, Italian: 2007 canes;
Virginia W. Toccalino: numerous zanfirico designs;
Chinese: 2008 square and round millefiori beads;
Drew Ebelhare: complex flower millefiori canes;
Momka: borosilicate color canes;
Mike Hunter: 2009 complex canes;
Numerous fish murrine purchased from ABR
Imagery and most likely made by the Northern
California Craft Guild (Mike Warren, Jesse Taj,
Nathan Middletown and Ryan Ballinger);
Brett Christian Deutsch: green, white and red
murrina representing the flag of Italy, black,
yellow and red murrina representing the flag of
Belgium, blue, white and red murrina
representing the flag of France. The Italian flag
is topped with a human figure made by Jim
D’Onofrio.
Eric Hansen: lampworked jumping dolphin;
Jim Brown: 2008 millefiori;
Orient & Flume: 2008 millefiori;
Perthshire Paperweights: complex canes;
Scott Hegan: word and picture murrine;
Ken Brown: numerous zanfirico designs;
Joseph Crisanti: Haida Totem face cane and
Crisanti 2009 signature cane in the corner arrow;

Fig. 2 Upper left corner of "Eye of the Storm".

Fig. 3 Upper right corner of "Eye of the Storm".

This article is intended to document Andy’s
volunteer efforts with “Eye of the Storm” and other
shadow box arrangements produced for Fests
2006, 2008 and 2010. At the end of this article you
will find other examples of Andy’s shadow boxes
from these three events.
Starting in the upper left corner of “Eye of the
Storm” (See Fig. 2), and continuing clockwise along
the outer edge are:
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Perthshire Paperweights: simple millefiori canes;
Allan Scott: lampworked flowers and dragonfly;
(See Fig. 5)
Jim Hart: 2008 complex millefiori and rose canes;
Heron Glass: 2008 complex millefiori canes;
3 Fiori: complex millefiori canes and flower portrait
canes from this Murano company which is no
longer in business;
Fritz Lauenstein: numerous examples of his
marble stock zanfirico;
Brett Christian Deutsch: murrina of the Scottish
flag;
John Deacons: complex 2008 millefiori canes,
including rose canes, PCA 2007 cane and name
canes.

Jim Brown: late 2008 complex millefiori (I);
Northern California Craft Guild: picture murrine
(J);
Zachary Jorgenson: 2008 murrine canes (K);
Jim Hart: 2008 canes, including rose canes (L);
Drew Ebelhare: millefiori flower canes (M);
Tiger Henderson: 2008 murrine canes (N);
Virginia W. Toccalino: 2007 millefiori cane (O);
Mike Edmonson: spider and “Annabel 25” canes;
Dave Strobel: ladybug murrina;
Delmo Tarsitano: millefiori and flower buds (Q);
(See Fig. 6)
Paul Ysart: circa 1970s complex millefiori canes
(R);
Arran Hunter: complex millefiori cane;
Brett Christian Deutsch: toucan bird, bear
silhouette and other murrine (S);
Debbie Tarsitano: millefiori (T);
Greg Chase: picture murrine (A);
Greg Chase: picture murrine (B);
Greg Chase: picture and word murrine (C);
Ray Ansin: millefiori (D);
Ray Ansin: white daisy and the penguin murrine;
Victor Trabucco: lampwork strawberry with leaves
and signature cane (U);
Chinese: 2008 millefiori (V);
Eric Hansen: 2008 millefiori (W);
Chinese: 2008 millefiori sold under the
“Fuseworks” label;
The center of each claw is a 150+ closepacked
cane pulled by Peter McDougall as part of
Paperweight Fest 2008 demonstrations at
Wheaton Arts.
Lewis Wilson: rainbow, 100 and peace symbol
canes (Y);
Eric Hansen: lampworked flowers and millefiori

And now starting from the left wing of the eagle and
continuing in a counter clockwise rotation:
Bill Burchfield: late 1990s complex millefiori
canes, including his classic rose signature canes
(A);
Travis Chaudoir: numerous murrine canes
including his rose with star surround, rose in
blue, owl, duck, running horse silhouette, eyes
and nose, three flower cane, multicolored stars,
and Seattle sunset (B);
Whitefriars including ten different murrine of an
angel, clown, bird, Queen Elizabeth, horse,
sheep, owl, bell, swan and butterfly and some
signature/date canes (C);
Drew Ebelhare: complex flower millefiori (D);
Baccarat: circa 1990s millefiori (E);
Jesse Taj: picture murrina (F);
Northern California Craft Guild: picture murrine
(G);
Katherine Kneidl: millefiori and face murrine (H);

Continued on page 8

Fig. 4 Lower right corner of "Eye of the Storm".

Fig. 5 Lower left corner of "Eye of the Storm".
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chattering continued, Stan began a countdown of 1
to 5 and all were seated by the time he reached
four!
DVPCA’s 17th Anniversary Celebration
Weekend Summer Meeting was officially called to
order at 11:04. In October 2009, according to Stan,
we will begin our 18th year of operation. Stan
welcomed first-timer Mary Lou Cragg, who was
applauded by the group.
Stan brokered a
permanent ride for Vera Weissman so she could
join DVPCA as a member and attend meetings
regularly.
Long distance winners were Drew
Ebelhare from Canon City, CO and John D. Hawley
from Hernando, FL. Third place went to Joan
Parsley from Wauwatosa, WI.

Review of Events
17th Anniversary Celebration Weekend,
July 18 & 19, 2009
The Summer Meeting of Delaware Valley PCA’s
17th Anniversary Celebration Weekend began
auspiciously with members and guests convening
at 10 AM on Saturday, July 18, 2009 at our usual
venue, Williamson Restaurant, in Horsham, PA.
Because the catering house was not as heavily
scheduled with other events in the morning as it
had been during our Spring Meeting on April 18,
2009, our attendees actually found parking spaces
in the spacious parking lot! Everyone was soon
examining the many interesting displays in our
meeting room, starting with Guest Dealer William
Pitt’s stunning array of paperweights. For the first
time, William was ably assisted by Dealer Theresa
McNamara, an unexpected (but delightful) addition
to the guest list. There was a table of painted and
encased weights by our Guest Artist, Alison Ruzsa,
our afternoon speaker, and another double table of
weights made for the PCA Convention by Drew
Ebelhare. Other displays on view: the Free, Take
One table; weights and other items that had been
acquired by attendees at this year’s PCA
Convention; five Silent Auction items; an array of
floral Convention weights made by Mayauel Ward
as table favors, for sale at $50; Today’s Raffle
Prizes; Selected Items from Delaware Valley’s
Paperweight Lending Library; recent auction
catalogs for review; a sampling of other
local/regional PCA newsletters; and tables of
weights, books and related items for sale by
members, including an “economic stimulus” Half
Price Box, and weights made by members. All this
careful examination was accompanied by a
munching sound, as early arrivals sampled the
table of coffee, tea, water, Danish, croissants and
grapes provided by Williamson’s. Thirty-eight had
signed up to attend, and four more came, leading
to hasty arrangements for seating and lunches.

At 11:07, President Stan introduced John D.
Hawley, our AM speaker, who is a noted authority
on antique American paperweights and has
authored two books on the subject. John showed
us his PowerPoint presentation, first viewed at the
2009 PCA Convention in Toledo, Ohio, on
“Paperweights of the American Classic Period,
1851-1888”.
He spoke of four northeastern
American factories in this period in order of greater
to lesser production: New England Glass Company,
Boston and Sandwich Glass Company, Gillinder
and Sons and Mount Washington Glass Company.
He noted that weights were not a main product line
in any of the four factories.
1. New England Glass Company, of Cambridge,
MA, was begun in 1817. By 1851 the company had
450 workers with an annual revenue of $500,000, a
substantial sum for that time. NEGC made the
most weights of the four factories in a great variety
of designs, including intaglio…their Victoria and
Albert intaglio weight is believed to be their first…,
silvered weights, floral designs (poinsettias were
the most common), a cross of flowers, clematis,
fuchsia, upright bouquets and roses. NEGC made
many millefiori designs also. John listed all the
kinds of NEGC millefiori canes including 46
different cog canes. NEGC made scrambles, too.
John called them “glass trash cans” at one time but
has since changed his mind and now owns 35
NEGC scrambles! He thinks they used scrambles
as a cheap way to practice new techniques,
including faceting, and to experiment. NEGC also
made close concentrics, both plain and faceted.
John noted that American makers created larger
concentric weights than the French makers and
thus had more difficulty keeping them symmetrical.
NEGC also made open concentrics, spoke
concentrics,
gilded
concentrics,
patterned
millefiori…you rarely find duplicates…, closepacks,
carpet grounds, mushrooms, crowns and swirls,

President Stanley Kruger called the meeting to
order at 11:02 AM and members were asked to
take their seats so the program could begin. As the
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very realistic blown fruit, mixed fruit, special orders
and one of a kind weights, e.g. concentric with an
anchor plaque, a Civil War commemorative, a
magnum upright floral bouquet, a magnum pompom and nosegay bouquet, a magnum nosegay
crown, and butterfly and pears. John showed
examples of weights with the expert faceting for
which NEGC was known.

Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition but only Mount
Washington exhibited paperweights. This fact was
mentioned in Ingram’s contemporary book and is
the only real evidence that Mount Washington
really made paperweights. During this American
“classic period”, the weights made by these four
companies rivaled those made in European
companies. Then competition from mid-Western
operations that had lower fuel and labor costs
forced the shutdown of NEGC and Sandwich in
1888, thus ending the American “classic period”.
John answered a question about the current cost of
these “classic American period” weights saying it
varied from $50 to five figures. John ended his talk

2. Boston and Sandwich Glass Company of Cape
Cod was established in 1825. By 1871 it was a
large facility, almost as large as NEGC, and weight
making began there when Nicolas Lutz joined the
company. Sandwich made several varieties of
weights including clear cut glass “books” and floral
designs. Gillinder and Sons was established in
Philadelphia, PA in 1861 and made weights until
1871.
They made only concentric millefiori
weights, some faceted.
3.
Gillinder and Sons was established in
Philadelphia, PA in 1861 and made weights until
1871.
They made only concentric millefiori
weights, some faceted.
4.
Mount Washington Glass Company in South
Boston was in business from 1837 to 1894.
Pairpoint was formed in 1880 next door to it, then
incorporated and took over Mount Washington. The
combined company was still not as large as NEGC
or Sandwich.
Pairpoint made magnum floral
weights, or at least those are the weights attributed
to it.

Three glass artists:
Alison Ruzsa, Drew Ebelhare, Boyd England, 7/18/09.

In 1876, all four companies exhibited at the
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to warm applause promptly at noon.

Millville, New Jersey” by Curator Gay LeCleire
Taylor. Stan opined that no private paperweight
reference library would be complete without a copy.
Then Stan called upon Andrew Scott and Drew
Ebelhare to come forward. As they did so, Stan
reminded the group that at DVPCA’s Spring
Meeting on April 18, 2009, Andrew had been the
lucky winner of a free membership in PCA, Inc. for
the year 2009. At this year’s PCA Convention, of
the 46 new members, Andrew’s name was drawn
as the lucky winner of a Drew Ebelhare
paperweight. A photo op ensued with Stan taking a
picture of Drew handing the prize weight to Andrew.
Raffle prizes were drawn, with winners choosing
from 15 interesting items. Both Vera Weissman
and Sue Sutton won twice.

Next on the agenda was a review of the weights
acquired at this year’s PCA Convention by DVPCA
members. One by one they came forward to
describe their acquisitions. At 12:12 PM, President
Stan dismissed the group to continue viewing the
various displays, until lunch was announced at
12:30. A delicious meal of chicken or fish entrees
with sherbet for dessert was served. During lunch,
Today’s Raffle tickets were sold and $122 was
collected for the association.
At 1:35 PM, Stan called the Business Meeting to
order. He first mentioned the passing in the last
three months of Johne Parsley, Patty Mowatt’s
father, Joe Mattson’s wife and Barry Sautner. He
read a news release about Johne Parsley’s
passing but had no details regarding the passing of
Barry Sautner early in July. He noted that PCA’s
July 1, 2009 Newsletter was full of interesting
articles. The last date for initial bids in Larry
Selman’s Fall 2009 Auction is October 9. Larry has
not yet sold his glass business. There will be a
Paperweight Fest at WheatonArts next year, so
save the dates of May 13-15, 2010. Two books
have been added to DVPCA’s Paperweight
Reference Lending Library: Shattered by Dick
Francis, a mystery in which the narrator is a
glassblower and much detail is included concerning
glass
blowing;
and
Masterworks:
The
Paperweights of Paul Ysart by Colin Mahoney.
Andy Dohan announced the arrangements for
parking at Boyd England’s Garden Party following
today’s meeting. A show of hands was requested
to discern how many would attend Glass Weekend
2009 at WheatonArts the next day; fifteen seemed
the good number. A two-page elementary article
on paperweights was published in the July 2009
edition of “Phoenix Home and Garden” and this
magazine was also placed in our Library. DVPCA’s
Fall meeting will occur on October 17, 2009 with
Gordon Smith as Guest Artist and Roger Jacobsen/
Ben Drabeck as Guest Dealers.

At 2:10 PM, Stan introduced paperweight artist
Alison Ruzsa who works in a Brooklyn, New York
studio. Her weights are made with a painted
surface on a core of clear glass, then encased in
more clear glass. These paintings are magnified to
twice their size by the curved glass surface. She
first makes a small weight, paints on it, places it in
an annealing oven to keep warm, then encases it in
more clear glass. This can occur several times
until the weight is quite large with perhaps three
painted surfaces. She must be careful not to
smear or distort the painted image. One weight
shown in her PowerPoint presentation was a
narrative based on “Catch a Falling Star and Put It
in Your Pocket”. She often uses songs as themes
for her paintings, such as “Dancing on Air with Fred
Astaire” and frequently paints silhouettes as part of
the overall image. Themes include carousels,
ballets, parties and greenhouses. Some pieces are
shaped like houses, frosted on the outside surface
with clear windows through which interiors can be
viewed. The greenhouses have a sand blasted
design over the outer surface. One weight was
based on Pieter Bruegel’s paintings, others on
allegorical sayings.
Some have chunks sand
blasted from the bottom to shape a surface that can
be painted. One was based on “I Never Promised
You a Rose Garden”. Some pieces are shaped like
modes of transport, e.g. school bus, rocket ship,
airplane, helicopter…the latter two incorporated
objects like spatulas for wings…, and space ships.
Central Park in New York City provides images for a

Continuing with announcements, President Stan
referred to the first Paperweight Fest at
WheatonArts in 2006 and noted that the special
exhibit then at the Museum of American Glass was
“The Fires Burn On: 200 Years of Glassmaking in
6

weight, as do nursery rhymes. Question: How
many layers of glass? Answer: Up to eight.
Question: What is the procedure for making your
weights? Answer: Alison starts with a glob of glass
the size and shape of a salt shaker, then paints on
it, places it in a kiln upside down and warms it to
1000 degrees. It is then picked up on a blowpipe
and more glass is applied over it. She keeps the
glass surface pristine, no fingerprints or dirt
allowed. The paint is a high-fire enamel made for
glass, in a pine oil medium that burns away. She
must be careful not to crack the glass after each
clear glass layer is applied, so there is much
annealing. It takes days to paint images on one
weight so she usually makes five at a time, overall
taking about a month to complete the five. Painting
takes the most time as the back side of the image
has to be painted first then covered with the front
layer. Gathering the glass and grinding the weight’s
bottom takes less time. Question: Commissions?
Answer: Yes, if she thinks she will enjoy the work.
She does collaborate with collectors. She showed
“Old Woman in a Shoe” shaped like a boot with
figures inside. She likes reds and yellows so she
has done “Autumn” weights.
Influenced by
Japanese woodblock prints, she started engraving
the glass surface with diamond wheels for even
thinner lines than those produced by the one-hair
eyeliner brushes she paints with. She is learning to
do silvering on glass.

obscured by a bubble in the weight.
Around 4 PM, most of the group left to drive to Boyd
England’s house about 11 miles north. There he
had prepared a sumptuous repast with the aid of
DeeDee Dohan. The group, about 40 strong,
relaxed on the patio, feasting on snacks and drinks
until dinner was announced at 6 PM. The evening
passed most pleasantly until about 9 PM.
The next morning, July 19, promptly at 11 AM, 16
members met at WheatonArts in Millville, NJ for a
group photo. By chance and by luck, famed weight
maker Paul Stankard was nearby and he was
included in the group photo. As he left, Paul asked
mischievously, “How many of you own a Stankard
paperweight?” When all hands shot up, Paul simply
beamed! The group was then on its own to view the
exhibits for Glass Weekend 2009 in the Exhibit
Center. Sixteen galleries were represented, from
New York City, Chicago, Sweden, St. Louis,
Englewood, New Jersey, Washington, D.C., Santa
Fe, NM, Royal Oak, MI, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, PA and Cleveland, OH along with a Joel
Philip Myers retrospective review from 1970-2005.
Other venues visited were the Museum of American
Glass, glass blowing demonstrations in the Glass
Studio, walking in the wooded areas amongst one
of the tamest flocks of Canadian geese ever, and
visiting the various shops, the A.G. Paperweight
Shop, The Brownstone Emporium and the General
Store, as well as lunch at the nearby Paper Waiter
Restaurant. Three more members arrived around 1
PM but all eventually dispersed after a very
satisfying 17th Anniversary Celebration Weekend.

Alison concluded her talk at 2:44 PM but then
answered more questions from the audience. She
said the rose garden weight took six months overall
to complete.
She went to the University of
Cincinnati as a sculpture major but in her senior
year she wanted to try glass. Since glass was not
offered there, she learned to work glass at a
glassblowing school. She noted that if the paint is
still wet on the glass she can remove it with a Q-tip
and paint thinner. She does not know of anyone
else painting on glass as she does. Usually she
sells through galleries and is currently exhibiting her
work in a New York City gallery but sold her weights
herself at a PCA Convention. She has worked and
taught a lot in Italy, working with other glass artists
for inspiration and learning. At 2:54 PM, President
Stan thanked Alison for her talk and the audience
applauded appreciatively.
The group was
dismissed, to reconvene at 3:30 for “Stump the
Dummies”. At 3:40 PM, Stan called the group to
the front table to examine two mystery weights.
The dummy experts were Ken Brown, Jim Lefever
and John Hawley. The consensus was that one
weight was probably a Chinese import worth about
$20 and the other was a doorstop by an unknown
American maker. The signature cane was

Respectfully submitted,
Sue Sutton, Secretary, DVPCA

DVPCA members, including Paul Stankard,
at Glass Weekend 2009, 7/19/09.
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“Springtime in Kyoto” series;
Eric Hansen: millefiori (T);
Pairpoint Glass: 1970s millefiori (P);
Kris Parke: 2008 millefiori (S);
Arran Hunter: complex millefiori including his
signature cane;
Perthshire Paperweights: filigree lengths (D);
Ray Anson: murrine canes of flowers and butterfly
(E);
Karen & Rich Federici: murrine canes (R);
Jim Hart: complex millefiori from 2007 (N);
Virginia W. Toccalino: 2007 filigree cane (Q);
Chris Juedemann: 2007 millefiori and murrine
canes including Dre, Elvis and Elton John picture
murrine (L);
Perthshire Paperweights: simple millefiori ©;
Lundberg Studios: rose and other millefiori (I);
Mike Hunter: 2007 complex millefiori (J);
Zachary Jorgenson: 2007 murrine cane (K);
John Deacons: millefiori cane from 2007 (B);
Strathearn Glass: circa 1979 millefiori (H);
Gary Scrutton of Parabelle Glass: millefiori
including his pansy and rose canes;
Jim Brown: 2007 complex millefiori (F);
Heron Glass: 2007 murrine cane (A).

Continued from page 3...

canes (9);
Ray Banford: three different styles of “Sandwich”
roses;
Sharon Peters: cabochon of a cat face, dog bone
murrina and cat face murrina;
Boyd England: banana, pear and flower bud;
Murano: 1997 millefiori (Z);
David Lotton: orange and white twist cane
creating the outline of the tail feather (I);
Mike Hunter: 2008 complex millefiori canes (I);
Orient & Flume: 2007 millefiori canes (2);
Mayauel Ward: lampworked flowers (3);
Pete Lewis: lampworked pansy;
Debbie Tarsitano: flower cabochons (4);
Mayauel Ward: lampworked flowers (6);
Lewis Wilson: Millefiori and murrine (7);
Strathearn: early 1970s millefiori canes (8);
Mayauel Ward: lampworked flowers (Y); (See Fig.
7)
Mike Hunter: The zanfirico twist cane creating the
perimeter of Z;
Drew Ebelhare: 1995 millefiori canes (Z);
David and Dennis Breining: lampworked orchid
and leaves;
Drew Ebelhare: 2007 flower canes (X);
Murano: 1970 millefiori canes (5);
St. Louis: Millefiori canes;
William Manson: pink five petal lampworked
flower;
3 Fiori: rooster silhouette cane and others (W);
Sue Fox: lampworked flowers, fruits, birds and
dragonfly;
Peter McDougall: 2007 complex millefiori canes
(U);
Daniel Salazar: lampworked fruit from his

In the head of the eagle (See Fig. 8): The eagle eye
has a tiny American flag murrina by David Strobel
in its reflection, as well as a dove made by Eric
Hansen. In the eagle’s beak is a representative
cane “DFWU”, and in the eagle’s neck are an
American flag murrina made by David Strobel and
then a duck, stars, hummingbird, owl, three
different rose flowers and the Seattle sunset
murrine canes by Travis Chaudoir. The climbing
human figure is made by Jim D’Onofrio.

Fig. 7 Right wing of "Eye of the Storm".

Fig. 6 Left wing of "Eye of the Storm".
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Except as otherwise noted, the decorative filigree
twists and zanfirico used to create the segment
outlines were made by Boyd England. The entire
shadow box was assembled by Andrew Dohan.
“Eye of the Storm” is a unique piece that will never
be repeated. Including the time spent cajoling the
various glass artists into contributing items and
then collecting the items from the artists, there are
well over 500 hours invested in its creation.

Fig. 8 The head of the eagle in "Eye of the Storm".

Dohan Shadow Box.
Dohan Shadow Box.

Dohan Shadow Box.

Dohan Shadow Box.
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THE SCRAMBLE:

CALENDAR:
ADVANCE MEETING DATES AND GUESTS

THANK YOU…Once again, we thank those generous
members who have contributed to DVPCA’s coffers by
donating various items to the club as raffle or door
prizes:
Stan and Toby Kruger for two 1987 PCA
Bulletins, a Wyeth book Wondrous Strange, an Ultronic
laser level and collapsing measure and a Henry Davis
paperweight; John D. Hawley for a deck of paperweight
playing cards; and Don Formigli for a copy of PCA’s
1997 Bulletin.

October 9, 2009 – Last day to enter initial bids
on Larry Selman’s Fall 2009 Auction.
October 10 & 11, 2009 – Northeast Marble Meet,
Marlborough, MA. For details, contact Bert
Cohen at Marblebert@aol.com.
October 17, 2009 - Fall Elections Meeting. See
next page for details.

PAPERWEIGHT FEST 2010…DVPCA planners and
Wheaton staff are already at work collaborating on a
program for Paperweight Fest 2010, May 13, 14 and 15,
2010 (Thursday through Saturday). They promise new
engaging speakers and new Lunch and Learn artists
during the three day affair. Admission will probably
settle around $200 for the three days with one-day fees
also available. Save the dates and plan to attend!

January 30, 2010 - Winter Meeting. AM: Phil
Edelman returns to speak on “35 Years a
Paperweight Dealer, Part II. PM: Guest Artist
David Graeber, formerly with Paul Stankard but
now on his own, will show and tell about his
style of paperweights.
Guest Dealer: Leo
Kaplan, Ltd.

UNUSUAL APPEAL FOR FUNDS…During late August
2009, I received two unusual email messages, signed by
DVPCA member Joan Parsley and sent to Chris
Buzzini’s email list of “Undisclosed Recipients”, of which
I am one. The first message, dated August 24, 2009
9:20 PM, mentioned Chris’s long-term battle with
depression and set a goal of raising $12,000 - $15,000
to finance Chris’s medical/therapeutic treatment for
depression and maintain his home and studio while
under treatment. Apparently this message raised more
questions than it answered for four days later, on August
28, 2009 5:01 PM, I received another Joan Parsleysigned email sent to Chris’s “Undisclosed Recipients”
email list explaining that Larry Selman’s International
Paperweight Society Foundation agreed to receive taxdeductible donations for Chris’s benefit and, moreover,
offered to match any contribution to the Chris Buzzini
Fund up to a total of $5000. That message made it clear
that donations, which will be tax-deductible, should be
made
to
International
Paperweight
Society
Foundation/Chris Buzzini Fund and sent directly to the
Foundation at 123 Locust Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95060.
This message also noted that “a magnificent glass
sculpture by Chris” will be offered in Selman’s
September 12, 2009 Market Square Live Auction and
that 100% of the proceeds from this sculpture, Lot 19,
will also be donated to the Chris Buzzini Fund but the
purchase of Lot 19 will not be tax-deductible.
In the past, DVPCA has donated to institutions of
note, like the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum, Wheaton Arts
and Cultural Center and its Museum of American Glass,
to the England-Kvalnes Memorial Fund and to the Gay
LeCleire Taylor Museum Reserve Fund at Wheaton, but
I cannot recall that DVPCA ever donated to a fund to
benefit an individual paperweight or glass artist simply
because he or she had a demonstrable need. Nor am I
currently aware that other local/regional PCAs plan such
a donation.
Because of the unusual nature of this appeal for
funds, I plan to bring this matter to the membership at
our Fall Meeting on Saturday, October 17, 2009 and will
be guided by the group’s will.

April 17, 2010 - Spring Meeting. AM: Gay
LeCleire Taylor reprises her 2009 Convention
presentation, “Who Gives a Frit: Millville,
Corning and Mid-Western Examples.” PM:
Guest Artist Cathy Richardson presents a slide
show about her work. Guest Dealer: Nancy
Alfano.
May 13, 14, 15, 2010 – Paperweight Fest 2010
at Wheaton Arts and Cultural Center, Millville,
NJ.
Save the dates and plan to attend!
July 17 & 18, 2010 – 18th Anniversary
Celebration Weekend.
Saturday, AM: My
Favorite Mini-Weight Contest. Also a Show
and Tell of “Acquired at Paperweight Fest
2010” by those who attended and purchased
items.
PM: Guest Artist Mayauel Ward
presents a PowerPoint show on his
paperweight artistry. Also an ad hoc ID Clinic,
Stump the Dummies, will be held. Guest
Dealer: William Pitt. Afterwards the group will
caravan to the home of a loyal member for the
annual
Garden
Party/Catered
Cookout.
Sunday, 11 AM: The club will convene at the
home of its professional President in
Voorhees, NJ for a luncheon and Paperweight
Seminar.
October 16, 2010 – Fall Elections Meeting.
ALL SATURDAY MEETINGS AT WILLIAMSON’S
RESTAURANT, Horsham, PA…
SAVE THE DATES!!!
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Luncheon Reservations
October 17, 2009

Fall Meeting Announcement
October 17, 2009
At Williamson Restaurant, 500 Blair Mill Road
(Route 611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road)
Horsham, PA
Located two traffic lights north of PA Turnpike Exit
343 (Old Exit 27/Doylestown/Willow Grove)
Telephone (215) 675-5454

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Choices @ $17.00 each
______Number Attending
______(No.) Sautéed Breast of Chicken, Wine Sauce
______(No.) Pasta Primavera, Vegetables
______$ Luncheon Total

Paperweight Fair with Guest
Dealers Roger Jacobsen/Ben
Drabeck, Sandwich and
Shutesbury, MA.

Name(s)__________________________________
Email____________________________________

Best Finds Contest of
2008/2009:
There are six categories: Best
Antique, Best Modern, Best Buy,
Most Attractive, Most Unusual,
Ugliest. These must have been
acquired since our last Best Finds
Contest on October 13, 2007.
Remember to bring In your
entries for these six contests.
Paperweight prizes for the
winners.

Please mail this tear off slip with your selections and check to:
DVPCA, c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive, Levittown, PA 19055

NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 9, 2009!!!

Although he is self-taught in this
art, the Kontes brothers offered
guidance, advice and endless
support and he considers them his
mentors. Our Guest also
volunteered at Wheaton Historic
Village (as it was called then),
there learning how to work with hot
glass in the traditional way, from a
furnace and then shaping and
forming the glass with traditional
glassblowing tools. He has been a
full-time paperweight maker for a
quarter-century and recently began
to handcraft custom knives and
letter openers, combining metal
blades and sculpted glass handles.
Of course, he is none other than
our own Gordon Smith who has
chosen as his topic “The Evolution
of a Paperweight Artist”, recalling
significant stories from his weight
making career.

11:45 AM Judging of Best Finds Contest
due in.
12 NOON Lunch
1:00 PM

Business Meeting:
Announcements, Reports from the
Floor, Best Finds Contest Winners,
Raffle Prizes, etc.

1:45 PM

Our PM Guest Artist is a native of
South Jersey who first took up
glasswork when his father bought
him a simple torch and some clear
glass rods. He graduated from
Salem Community.College in 1978
with a Degree in Scientific
Glassblowing and worked in that
industry full-time until1982, working
for Kontes Scientific Glass
Company. It was during this time
that he was exposed to
paperweights made by James and
Nontas Kontes.

PLEASE BRING IN YOUR
GORDON SMITH WEIGHTS SO
THAT HE CAN USE THEM AS
CASES IN POINT!
2:30 PM
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Paperweight Fair continues.

Address Service Requested

5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
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